
+ Vehicles, trailers, and
   containerized platforms

+ Designed, manufactured,
   and integrated in-house

+ Key industry connections 
   for field-proven products

+ EMI/RF shielding options

+ Robust warranty and IT 
   sustainment programs

TELEMETRY + RANGE OPERATIONS

FUTURE-READY SOLUTIONS
Modern testing and instrumentation demands uncompromising precision and 
exceptional performance in rigorous, extended deployments. When your work takes 
you to the field, and efficiency and safety are paramount, we deliver.

Industry-leading capabilities for any mission.
For government, commercial, military, utility, and other applications, Nomad’s 
mobile telemetry and range solutions connect personnel with critical data any time, 
anywhere on the globe. Our modular, human-centered designs ensure comfort, 
performance, and safety today, with flexibility to grow into the future. We engineer 
and manufacture in-house for the utmost security, and our key industry connections 
mean leading-edge solutions are within easy reach.

Select telemetry and range operations partners:

WHEN EVERY MINUTE MATTERS
NOMADGCS.COM + 888.755.1721



TELEMETRY + RANGE OPERATIONS

WHY MOBILE // FLEXIBILITY, EFFICIENCY, SAFETY, ROI

1) Flexibility. Liberate mission design from the constraints of fixed equipment. 
Operate anywhere on the globe, and freely adjust assets as dictated by changing 
scenarios. 2) Efficiency. Deploy quickly with minimal labor. Set up machine-to-
machine communications for reliable data exchanges. 3) Safety. Station personnel 
in mobile assets, safely removed from uncertain events, to reduce risk and 
ensure operational success. 4) ROI. Increased utilization means higher Return on 
Investment… More Deployments + More Data = Greater Value Delivered.

WHY NOMAD // INTEGRATION, SERVICE, SUSTAINMENT

1) Vertical Integration. Keeping engineering, production, and tech integration in-
house ensures quality, security, and customer access to the project at any stage. 
2) Warranty + Sustainment. What does the future look like? Improve ROI with a 
Nomad solution geared toward reliability today, and modernization for the unforseen 
missions of tomorrow. 3) Partnerships. With nearly two decades building status 
quo-shattering solutions, Nomad has the industry relationships needed to drive 
innovative projects and challenging procurements across the finish line.

CUSTOMER PROJECTS // INNOVATIVE DESIGNS, PROVEN IN THE FIELD

Zodiac Aerospace: Mobile Telemetry 
Antenna Trailers

U.S. Air Force: 45th Space Wing 
Mobile Telemetry Vehicle

AeroTEC: Aerospace Testing + 
Analysis Trailer

SHIELDED SOLUTIONS // EMI/EMP/RF PROTECTION

Natural and man-made interference pose increasing threats to command and 
communication assets. From simple interference mitigation to full-on, Tempest-rated 
environments, Nomad designs and builds rock-solid platforms that protect. Contact 
us to learn more about improving security and creating clean testing environments.
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